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A summary from Maynard, Cooper & Gale, P.C. was provided to the ARC by the Director of Operations.  Below is the summary after
the ARC made minor edits for clarity and removed personal identifying information.

In April 2021, the Elders learned of a meeting between SUPERVISOR and EMPLOYEE, who worked on one
of our teams. SUPERVISOR’s comments and behavior to EMPLOYEE during that meeting were unacceptable.
The Church promptly took the step of separating the two individuals, with EMPLOYEE going to work under
NEW SUPERVISOR. This was done to protect EMPLOYEE from additional negative interactions with
SUPERVISOR, while the Church considered a number of issues.  Since that meeting, the Elders have decided to
conduct a wide-ranging review of the situation. This review will not only assess SUPERVISOR’s interactions
with EMPLOYEE, but also serve to influence how the Church can improve its policies and procedures to avoid
this happening again. Since this decision, the Elders have been developing ideas and have engaged consulting
experts to improve the way the Church handles Human Resources issues for all employees.

As one part of this broader review, the Church retained an experienced labor and employment attorney in
Huntsville, David Block (with the law firm Maynard Cooper & Gale, P.C.). The Elders needed to know if the
SUPERVISOR's conduct violated employment laws.

● We now understand that any supervisor’s comments to and behavior with any employee can be
rude, callous, unprofessional and otherwise hurtful, yet not violate any employment law.  In other
words, an employee may experience a coworker in a negative/hurtful way for reasons that are not
protected by law.

● When evaluating any supervisor’s interactions with any employee through a legal lens, the focus
is not on whether the supervisor’s actions are bad.  Rather, the question is whether the
supervisor’s bad behavior is based on some characteristic that is protected by law. (example:
race, sex, religion, age, disability status, and national origin)

The Employment Attorney reviewed information provided by EMPLOYEE and spoke with them at length as
they provided information about how they were treated, the environment surrounding them while in the
workplace, and the impact this had on them.

Viewing the actions of SUPERVISOR solely through the lens of employment law, the Employment
Attorney did not find evidence that SUPERVISOR acted the way they did to EMPLOYEE because of
their sex, gender, religion, national origin, or other characteristic protected by law.

The legal portion of this Assessment is now complete unless additional information is provided that will merit
re-engaging the Employment Attorney.  This Assessment does not absolve SUPERVISOR of wrongdoing but
does conclude legal concern regarding this matter. The Elders continue to conduct additional evaluations under
the guidance of external partners.
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